We are manufacturing and trading a wide range of crown corks, PET bottles glass bottles and plastic crates. These cater to diverse applications in many industries such as soft drinks, soda, juices, breweries and water industries.
About Us

We, Indo Enterprise, are one of the renowned manufacturers and traders of a wide array of crown corks, PET bottles glass bottles and plastic crates. Our range is known for quality features like, hygiene, cost effectiveness, durability and light weight. We have a proper in house designing unit which is well equipped with modern machines & latest technology to provide products as per required specifications of our clients. Our range is manufactured using high quality raw material. Our skilled and knowledgeable team of experts accurately designs each of the products by combining various standards & features. We provide customization as per client’s specified standards and dimensions. With the help of our robust storage facility we are able to meet the bulk requirements of our consumers in the stipulated time limit.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/indo-enterprise/aboutus.html
PET BOTTLES

Pet Bottles For Juices

Pet Bottles For Soft Drinks

Pet Bottles For Soda

Pet Bottles For Mineral Water
OTHER PRODUCTS

- Plastic Pet Bottle
- Beer Bottles
- Soft Drink Glass
- Pet Bottles
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Crown Corks

Plastic Caps

Preform

Plastic Wine Glass
Factsheet

Nature of Business: Manufacturer
CONTACT US

Indo Enterprise
Contact Person: Md. Moqeeem

No.-3/C, Little Russel Street
Muzaffarpur - 700071, Bihar, India

https://www.indiamart.com/indo-enterprise/